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The highly mobile steam machine is self contained and can be operated 

24/7 to provide low or high pressure dry or wet steam for pathogen control 

and sanitation operations for cleaning and decontamination of equipment 

- ScoringAg-Equipment.com.  

The steaming unit is built to operate so it can be hydraulic leveled and 

can carry steam attachments. 

 

The mobile steam platform can be used in many ways to perform 

sanitation and mitigation operations to control the spread of diseases and 

infections thru cleaning and decontamination of both large and small 

equipment. 

 

One attachment is the TreeSteamer unit invented by ScoringAg.com for 

citrus greening and other tree diseases. The TreeSteamer can handle 

different size steam tunnels for continuous flow or batch operations. It has 

the ability to lift the steam tunnel off a line of tree’s while in motion. The 

steam tunnel can be detached in a couple of minutes and the 

TreeSteamer reloaded with a different size tunnel up to 40 feet long and 

20 feet wide for larger tree’s or smaller bushes. 

 

The mobile steam platform with tunnel can also be used to sanitize large 

volumes of human and livestock equipment, pallets, bins, crates, 

contaminated furniture, plants and their containers whether wood, 

plastic, or metal at any handling site. The unit can handle livestock trailers 

and shipping containers. The steam tunnel unit can be used for transport 

and support equipment sanitation in cases where livestock diseases such 

as foot and mouth, PEDv, Africa Swine fever, swine flu or human disease 

like Ebola, or a Plague if present. 

 

The mobile steam platform can also heat and treat soils with an 

attachment that stirs the soil in beds with live steam on the go. The 

steaming of soils removes weed seeds, soil diseases, and nematodes 

providing a clean bed for planting and growing of plants and makes 

farming easy. The steaming of soils will enhance soil sterilization to stop 

severe plant diseases while increasing yields. 

 

The mobile steam platform can also add another attachment for weed 

control under trees in orchards and groves to cut the use of chemicals in 

foods. The steam arm is hydraulic pressure decisive and can move around 



tree trunks, bushes and grape vines while on the move. It can also be 

used with a steam lance for single spot work in tight areas. 

 

Yes, the Mobile Steam Platform from ScoringAg has many advantages for 

securing a safe and productive environment no-matter the application 

and purpose of sanitation. In practice steam kills all phytopathogenic 

organisms and hot steam kills the majority of diseases and releases 

abundant soil nutrients, in particular nitrate, which is made available for 

plants in soluble forms through condensation in the soil. Steam in the form 

of heat can kill many pathogens on trees and process equipment. All 

that’s needed is a Steamer, with the right attachment, add potable 

water, then heat to the steam level with diesel fuel and apply to solve 

those tough pathogenic problems. ScoringAg-Equipment.com supplies 

sanitation equipment for the food and its support industries for human and 

animal environments. 
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